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Analysis of fine particulates from fuel burning in a reconstructed building at Neolithic Çatalhöyük, Turkey
and implications for respiratory health in early settled communities

Abstract
The use of wood, dung and other biomass fuels can be traced back to early prehistory. Whilst the
study of prehistoric fuel use and its environmental impacts is well established, there has been little
investigation of the health impacts this would have had, particularly in the Neolithic period, when
people went from living in relatively small groups, to living in dense settlements. The UNESCO
World Heritage Site of Çatalhöyük, Turkey, is one of the earliest large ‘pre-urban’ settlements in the
world. In 2017 a series of experiments were conducted to measure fine particulate (PM 2.5) emissions
during typical fuel burning activities, using wood and dung fuel. The results indicate that both fuels
surpassed the WHO and EU standard limits for indoor air quality, with dung fuel being the highest
contributor for PM 2.5 pollution inside the house, producing maximum values >150,000 µg m-3.
Maximum levels from wood burning were 36,000 µg m-3. Average values over a 2-3 hour period were
13-60,000 µg m-3 for dung and 10-45,000 µg m-3 for wood. The structure of the house, lack of
ventilation and design of the oven and hearth influenced the air quality inside the house. These
observations have implications for understanding the relationship between health and the built
environment in the past.
Keywords:
Çatalhöyük, air quality monitoring, biofuel, PM 2.5 pollution.
1. Introduction
Air pollution is often associated with industrialisation in the 19th century, but the origins of
anthropogenic air pollution can be seen much earlier. The earliest evidence for exposure to pollutants
is seen in Neanderthals at the Spanish cave site of El Sidron where chemical signals in teeth show
smoke inhalation from campfires around 49,000 years ago (Hardy et al. 2012). Early hominid
populations were the first to manipulate fire for warmth and cooking (Berna et al. 2012), an ability
that accelerated with permanent settlement and the development of pyrotechnologies. The
development of pottery production, followed by early metal working and eventually for more
sophisticated processes such as glass making, all involved the use of fuels, increasing people’s
exposure to by-products of smoke and other pollutants.
Çatalhöyük is a UNESCO World Heritage Site, and is an ideal case study for investigating
relationships between health and the built environment in prehistory. The site has >1000 years of
continuous occupation from the pre-pottery Neolithic to Chalcolithic period 7100 – 5700 BC (Hodder
2006, Bayliss et al. 2015). At its peak, over 8000 people lived there. Each level of occupation at
Çatalhöyük contains multiple mudbrick buildings ranging in size from 15 to 25 m2, clustered into
‘neighbourhoods’. Large open areas between neighbourhood clusters contain substantial build up of
midden deposits and ‘bonfire’ deposits (Shillito et al. 2011). A typical building has a central room
with and oven and hearth, and slightly elevated platforms (Figure 1). The interior of these rooms,
including the platforms, are coated with white plaster, and microscopic observations have shown layer
of soot and frequent re-plastering (Matthews 2005). The buildings are estimated to have been in use
for 70 years before being dismantled and rebuilt in the same location. These processes of rebuilding
occur multiple times over the site’s occupation (Cessford 2005; Düring 2005). The Çatalhöyük
settlement changes from a dense agglomeration in its earliest phase, where individual buildings are
constructed wall to wall with no gaps or streets between them, to a more open nucleated settlement
towards the end of the occupation.
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Figure 1: A. Map showing the location of Çatalhöyük in Turkey. Outline map from Wikimedia
commons. B. Building 119 in North Area, excavated 2014, showing a typical example of an oven and
hearth. Photo courtesy of Çatalhöyük project CC BY-NC-SA 2.0. C. Plan of the site showing
excavation areas. Plan by Camilla Mazucatto.
A wide range of materials have been used as fuels in prehistory including animal dung, reeds,
peat/turf and agricultural waste products (Braadbaart et al. 2017). In some cases non-wood fuels were
preferentially selected for particular activities e.g. dung for pottery production, as it burns more
evenly and slowly than wood (Sillar 2000). Research at Çatalhöyük and other sites in Anatolia
suggests that non-wood fuels, particularly Phragmites reeds and animal dung, became more important
over time (Shillito et al. 2011, Portillo et al. 2020). There is also evidence that certain fuel-burning
activities were located outdoors (Bogaard et al 2014, Shillito and Ryan 2013), and that dung is
associated more with outdoor burning activities (Portillo et al. 2020). Given the large volume of fuel
by-product deposits and the ubiquity of fuel burning activities, it is highly likely that the inhabitants
were exposed to air pollutants from burning. High concentrations of silica particles in the form of
phytoliths from grasses and reeds have also been identified in fuel deposits (Shillito et al. 2011,
Portillo et al. 2020), which are known in historic and modern contexts to cause silicosis, a lung
disease caused by inhalation of silica dust (Köksal and Kahraman. 2011, Akgün et al. 2013).
We know from modern studies that burning ‘biofuels’ has significant negative consequences on
health, especially in enclosed spaces with poor ventilation, but the relationship between fuel use and
health in prehistory has never been explored. Studies of health in the archaeological record are
typically focused on the analysis of human skeletal remains. There are several indicators of
respiratory disease that can be detected in the osteoarchaeological record, for example inflammation
of the maxillary sinuses, and lesions on the visceral surfaces of ribs, which can be linked to diseases
such as tuberculosis, chronic bronchitis, pneumonia and cancer (Roberts 2015, Roberts 2007, Binder
and Roberts 2014, Davies-Barrett et al. 2019). Whilst there are some examples of Neolithic
populations with skeletal indicators of respiratory disease (Sparacello et al. 2016, Sparacello et al.
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2017), respiratory diseases do not always leave such traces on bone. Complicating our interpretation
further is the so-called “osteological paradox” (Wood et al. 1992) in which a skeleton with a “healthy”
appearance (i.e. free of bony lesions) may indicate an individual who succumbed very quickly to
disease before their bones could be affected. Alternatively, individuals with significant skeletal
indicators of disease are likely to have lived with their illnesses for an extended period before
succumbing.
Recent advances in emission and dispersion modelling in urban environment, coupled with the
availability of details time activity patterns and pervasive monitoring of air pollution in our cities can
enhance our understanding of individual and community level exposures and disease burdens
(Namdeo et al. 2011, Namdeo et al. 2015). The exceptional preservation of buildings at Çatalhöyük
means that there is much potential for applying these modern methodologies to this prehistoric
settlement, and to provide estimations of exposure levels that could help better understand the links
between the built environment and health in the past. This may provide an alternate line of evidence
that can be assessed alongside osteoarchaeological data.
Between 1997 - 1999 a replica of a Neolithic mudbrick building at Çatalhöyük was constructed to the
south of the site’s visitor centre, to provide a visual representation of what one of the houses may have
looked like during the time of occupation (Gargett 2017). A team of archaeologists and local builders
from the local village of Küçükköy and Çumra made mudbricks using traditional materials and used
these to replicate a ‘typical’ building, as seen in the archaeological record (Stevanović 1999). Hay
was used for a thatched roof and the inside was plastered. The entrance of the house was typically
from the roof of the structure, with no windows or doorways (the modern replica has a doorway for
practical purposes). Experimental archaeology and replicas of archaeological buildings have been
used at several sites as an educational tool for visitors, and these reconstructions are also increasingly
used for research purposes (e.g. Rhyl-Svensen et al. 2010, Banerjea et al. 2015). The aim of this
research was to measure pollution levels from episodes of fuel use to test how living in these
buildings may have impacted the exposure of the inhabitants to fine particulate matter and thus their
respiratory health. The focus of the study is PM 2.5, fine particulate matter with a diameter of 2.5
microns or less. These particles are the most serious health risk in air pollution, as they are small
enough to travel deep into the lungs, where they become embedded.

2. Methodology
2.1 Experimental set up

The experiments were conducted over three days, 11th, 12th and 13th of July 2017. During this period
the regional temperature averaged 24ºC with no precipitation and calm winds (Merra SoDa, 2019).
Five tests were conducted to measure the PM 2.5 emissions under two different set-ups (Table 1,
Figure 2). Test 1 was set up to assess background dust levels. Set Up ‘A’ (tests, 3, 4 and 5) was
designed to measure the PM 2.5 levels released from the oven, while set up ‘B’ (test 2) was designed to
measure the PM 2.5 levels due to burning of fuel in the hearth.
The oven was enclosed from three sides with an opening at the front to load where fuel is loaded, and
another smaller opening at the top to release the smoke produced. The hearth area to the front of the
oven was completely open on all sides. Two types of biofuel were selected, wood and dung. The fire
was built with the help of local residents from Küçükköy, who supplied the dung and wood. The
grass-fed cow dung used in the tests was dried prior to the investigation.
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Figure 2: plan of the Set-up A (fuel in oven) and Set up B (fuel on hearth area)
Table 1: Details of the tests conducted
Test

Duration (mins) Fuels used

1

Set
Up
-

15

2
3

B
A

4
5

2.2.

Purpose

None

Fuel
location
-

240
156

Dung
Wood

Hearth
Oven

Dung fuel test
Wood fuel test

A

280

Wood and Dung

Oven

Mixed fuel test

A

628

Wood and Twigs

Oven

Wood fuel test – extended
duration

Background dust
measurements

Fine particulate measurements and data analysis

Three Air Quality Monitoring (AQM) stations were used for the measurement the air pollution inside
the house, one TSI SidePak AM510 Personal Aerosol Monitor, one TSI SidePak AM520 and one TSI
DustTrak 2601 monitor (Table 2). These were set up to monitor PM 2.5 concentration and calibrated to
zero before the experiments.

Table 2: Air Quality Monitoring (AQM) stations used in this study
Air Quality Monitoring station Aerosol concentration
Particle
range (mg/m3)
size (µm)
SidePak8001 (AM510)
0.001 to 20
0.1 to 10
SidePak8002 (AM520)
0.001 to 20
0.1 to 10
DustTrak3601
0.001 to 150
0.1 to 15

Abbreviation
used
AQM1
AQM2
AQM3
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The average and maximum values, and standard deviations, were compared between setups (Table 3).
Comparisons between the AQMs was limited in some cases due to the emissions exceeding the
capacity of the monitors. AQM1 and AQM2 have a lower capacity than AQM3 and were exceeded at
multiple points. In test 2 where dung was burnt on the hearth, all three monitors were exceeded. Due
to the maximum capacity of AQM1 and AQM2 being exceeded in some of the tests, the missing
entries for these data points was replaced with the highest limit of the machines (20000), prior to
statistical analysis. As the AQMs ran for different lengths of time in each experiment, the period of
comparison was set at 2 hours 36 minutes for all experiments, to avoid for example misleading
averages caused by an AQM continuing to collect data beyond the duration of the burning period.

3. Results
In test 1 the background levels of PM 2.5 in the building were recorded for 15 minutes for each AQM
(Table 3, Figure 3). The values ranged from 16-585 µg m-3 and averaged 62-112 µg m-3. Background
levels were generally low, aside from the peak of 585 µg m-3 in AQM1. AQM2 and AQM3 also
showed slightly elevated levels at the beginning of the measurement period. This may have been the
result of localised stirring of dust on the floors during the equipment set up, both from the soft nature
of the plaster finish on the building floors, and from dust tracked in from the surrounding area.

Figure 3: Background PM2.5 levels

3.1 Test 2: Dung fuel on hearth
In test 2, dung fuel was burnt on the hearth area in front of the oven. Figure 4 shows the time series
data. PM 2.5 values for the dung burning experiment climbed rapidly and exceeded the capacity of all
three monitors for around 1 hour between 17:28 and 18:24. The highest level of 150,000 µg m-3 was
recorded by AQM3, which is the capacity of the machine. It is likely that the actual values were
higher than this. The indoor pollution exceeded the maximum capacity of 20,000 µg m-3 for monitors
AQM1 and AQM2 for the majority of the period. After one hour the PM 2.5 levels detected by AQM3
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declined rapidly from the maximum value but remained high staying in the range of 4000 to 2590 µg
m-3 for another hour until the fire burned out completely.

Figure 4: Test 2 Showing PM 2.5 emissions from a dung fuel fire on hearth

3.2 Test 3 – wood fuel in oven
In Test 3 wood was burned for 2 hours 36 minutes. Figure 5 depicts the time series of PM 2.5. All
monitors show a broadly similar pattern of emissions, with a rapid, stepped increase to the maximum
value after c. 20 mins, remaining at this level for around one hour before gradually decreasing over a
further one-hour period, and a more rapid reduction for 45 mins. AQM2 received highest particulate
levels of 19980 µg m-3 at 7:14, and AQM1 received a maximum value of 18351 µg m-3 at 7:23. AQM3
recorded highest value of 25,300 µg m-3 at 7:38. The maximum levels surpassed the capacity of
AQM2 for a period between 7.15-7.40 am, though given the overall trend in comparison with AQM1
and AQM3, this likely remained around 20,000 during this period. AQM2 was located further away
but directly in front of the oven opening, whereas AQM1 was located to the side (Figure 2).
The fire was extinguished at 8:20 at which point the particulate pollutant levels decreased until the
end of the test, settling out after around one hour. A slight upraised trend in the graph was likely due
to the smouldering effect caused after the fire was extinguished.
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Figure 5: Test 3 Showing PM 2.5 emissions from burning wood fuel in the oven

3.3 Test 4 – Mixed fuel fire in oven
Figure 6 shows the time series of PM 2.5 in test 4. AQM1 and AQM2 were unable to capture the
recordings where the pollution was greater than 20000 µg m-3, which occurred for two periods, the
first around 12:02 pm and continued for forty-two minutes, and the second around 12:47 pm for one
hour. The highest value attained by this test was captured by the two different monitors were 19540
µg m-3 at 1:22 pm and 17950 µg m-3 at 1:43 pm respectively. As the concentration started to decrease
after 1:44 pm, the period after this time was considered as the fire decaying period. While AQM1
recorded lowest value at the end of the study, the other monitor detected in the decaying time of the
fire. AQM3 recorded a similar trend as the first two monitors, however this monitor was once again
able to record all the measurements due to its higher capacity (Figure 8 and 9). The emissions initially
followed the same pattern as the dung fuel in test 2 with a rapid increase to very high levels in PM 2.5
achieving highest levels of 149,000 µg m-3 at 12:17 pm and 12:23 pm. This was followed by a drop
off after 30 minutes, 20 minutes at a steady level around 20-30,000 µg m-3 with a second rapid
increase, and stepped decrease. The overall duration of burning was around 2 hours.
As Çatalhöyük is a World Heritage Site it attracts a lot of tourists. It should be noted that Test 4 was
disrupted for approximately 10 minutes when a tour group briefly opened the door of the experimental
building, and some of the smoke is likely to have escaped from the outlet. This could explain the
sudden drop observed in the emissions, and the resurgence that followed after the door was closed.
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Figure 6:Test 4 showing Test 3 Showing PM 2.5 emissions from burning mixed fuel in the oven

3.4 Test 5: Wood, refuelled
The fire was ignited at around 19:19 and to increase its intensity, two wooden logs were added after
three minutes. After this point, the pollutant level started to increase and AQM1 and AQM2 were
unable to record the readings at 7:34 pm for three minutes as the quantity exceeded the instrument’s
capacities. The peak value attained by this test was captured by the two different monitors were 19733
µg m-3 at 7:39 pm and 18115 µg m-3 at 7:43 pm (Figure 7).
AQM3 recorded a similar trend as the first two monitors and this monitor was successful to capture all
the PM 2.5 quantities. After fire ignition at 7:19 pm, the levels escalated and reach a peak of 36900 µg
m-3 at 7:38 pm and then started to decrease rapidly. The peak values were detected for a period of 30
minutes, before settling in to a fluctuating level between 5-7000 µg m-3 for around two hours followed
by a gradual decline. The monitors were left to record the emissions overnight after the fire had burnt
out.
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Figure 7: Test 5 Showing PM 2.5 emissions from burning wood fuel in the oven, with a refuelling
episode

4. Discussion
The first point to note is the background measurements. Whilst these were very low in comparison to
the fuel burning episodes, there is clearly a level of environmental input.

4.1 Comparison between experiments and different fuel types
Tests 3-5 were conducted to compare the emissions from wood, mixed dung and wood, and wood
refuelled, when burning in the oven. The maximum for all tests was in the region of 18-20,000 µg m-3
for AMQ1 and AMQ2, very close to the limit of detection of the monitors. The maximum recorded by
AQM3 for tests 3, 4 and 5 was 25,000 µg m-3, 149,000 µg m-3 and 36,900 µg m-3 respectively. All
values are a similar order of magnitude aside from test 4 where dung and wood are mixed, when the
emissions are more than four times that of wood alone. The capacity of all three monitors was
exceeded for at least part of the fuel burning episode in test 2, meaning the exact maximum figure is
unknown, but in excess of 150,000 µg m-3.
AQM3 showed that test 2 containing dung as the fuel is the highest emitter of the PM 2.5 pollution.
This was followed by the test 5 comprising the mixture of wood and dung fuel, burnt in the oven. The
maximum for test 2 on the hearth was >150,000 µg m-3 and test 5 was 36,900 µg m-3, suggesting that
the oven did have a reducing effect on the emissions received by the AQMs, though it is also noted
that the mix of fuel types may also account for a lower signal than when the dung was burnt by itself.
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Figure 8: Average PM 2.5 values over 2 hour period detected using AQM3

Figure 9: Maximum PM 2.5 values detected by AQM3

Dung was observed to be the highest producer of PM 2.5 in this investigation, when compared with
wood or mixed fuel, producing maximum values more than four times that of wood. This observation
matches previously reported comparisons of dung and wood, for example, Joon et al. (2011)
compared dung, wood and other fuels burnt in traditional and modern stoves in India. In their study
the maximum values from dung were 11,000 μg m−3 and averaged 774 μg m−3 over 24 hours,
compared with wood at 223 μg m−3. Dung mixed with wood (test 4) showed similar high levels of PM
2.5 even when this was burnt inside the oven rather than outside the oven on the hearth. Wood as the
sole fuel source (test 3 and 5) produced lower levels of PM 2.5 , but still at levels much higher than the
background levels.
The difference between the wood and dung is likely due to the physical properties of the two
materials, and the varying composition of the particulate matter produced during burning. PM 2.5
contains various compounds that trigger a response in the cells of the lungs, and experiments in mice
have shown that the pulmonary response differs when exposed to smoke from wood or dung, with a
significantly higher inflammatory response from dung smoke. Dung produces a greater volume of PM
2.5 per mass of fuel, contains higher levels of microbes, and a greater oxidative capacity (Sussan et al.
2014). Analysis of wood and dung smoke has shown that wood smoke consists of CxHyOz compounds
deriving from lignin pyrolysis (Fleming et al. 2018). Dung smoke on the other hand has a much
higher chemical complexity, and is dominated by CxHyNw compounds due to the high nitrogen
content (Fleming et al. 2018). After combustion, the by-products of dung include high amount of
mineral matter, largely silica. Silica is due to the high phytolith content from the diet and is also
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observed in archaeological dung (Portillo et al. 2020). The silica content presents a great threat to the
human health. Silica is highly fibrogenic and when inhaled it causes toxicological effects on the lung
tissues (Li et al 2019).

4.2 The impact of house structure and ventilation
It is known in modern studies of air pollution that building configuration and ventilation plays a key
role in determining levels of exposure to fuel burning by products (Balcan, et al 2016). Multiple
studies indicate that domestic heating is a greater cause of pollution than industry, particularly during
winter due to people spending more time indoors with fires for heating (Taşdemir et al 2005, Özden et
al 2008, Mudway et al. 2005). The structure of buildings at Çatalhöyük is unusual from a modern
perspective in that no evidence for windows or doors has been uncovered. It is thought that
inhabitants entered and exited the building through an opening in the roof. A typical house at
Çatalhöyük had a domed oven set against the south wall, located beneath an opening in the roof. The
way the ovens functioned is unclear – there is no archaeological evidence for chimneys or flues, and
multiple attempts at lighting fires in the experimental house inevitably have resulted in the building
becoming rapidly filled with smoke (Shillito et al. 2017, Eddisford et al. 2009).
A similar situation was observed when Skov et al., (2000) conducted experiments in a reconstructed a
Danish Iron Age structure to examine indoor air pollution. In this structure, a similar type of thatched
roof was present and the outlet for the smoke created was through the thatched roof and louvers in the
ridge and the gables. As a result, a lot of smoke built up inside which caused eye and throat irritation
of the researchers. This study measured levels of NO and VOC rather than PM 2.5.
In both Catalhoyuk and the Danish Iron Age structure, the infrastructure of the house is likely to play
an important role. Both are enclosed with no structure for ventilation. A simialr situation was
observed when indoor pollution was evaluated in traditional Tibetan village households that use yak
dung as fuel for cooking and heating, especially during winter. The average PM 2.5 concentration was
found to be 956 µg m-3. The lack of ventilation in the houses along with the stove design were thought
to be responsible for the poor indoor air quality. In addition, the yak dung was also left uncovered in
the sun and snow event in the night times which led to higher moisture content of the dung. The
higher moisture content affected its combustion efficiency and difficulty in reducing the produced
black carbon and PM 2.5 (Xiao et al 2015).
In comparison, another fuel burning experiment at the Lejre Center in Denmark, researchers carried
out a similar experiment in reconstructions of 17-19th century farmhouse buildings. In these buildings
the hearths were located in the middle of the building with total dimensions of 13 x 3.7m, ceiling
height of 1.9m. In this case a 6m high chimney was also present. At Lejre the PM 2.5 had a daily
average 138 - 1650 µg m-3 inside the hearths and 21-160 in the adjacent living rooms. Calculated
daily exposure for individuals in close proximity to the hearth averaged 196 μg m−3 of PM 2.5. (RhylSvensen et al. 2010). Measurements of air distribution at Lejre showed that the chimneys created a
draw effect that quickly removed the smoke from the hearth area, thus high levels of exposure would
only have impacted individuals in very close proximity to the fire. Interestingly, the PM 2.5 levels near
to the fire were still lower than those observed in out study, or by Skov et al (2000).
In our study, we focused analysis on the 2-4 hour period when the fire was actively burning, to avoid
distorting the average by including a long ‘tail’ of background measurements. In test 5 the monitors
were left running for 10 hours, some 7 hours after the fire burnt out. If the full duration of
measurements over the 10 hours are included, the average reading for that day would be 1336 - 1839
μg m−3. At Çatalhöyük, the lack of a proper chimney, combined with a single small room combining
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living space and the hearth, means that all inhabitants would have been exposed to these high levels,
not just those working in close proximity to the fire.

4.3. Implications for understanding fuel and use of space in buildings at Çatalhöyük
Fuel use at Çatalhöyük has been studied extensively. The use of dung fuel has been identified through
micromorphological analysis and the presence of dung ash, and also in macrobotanical assemblages
where charred dung pellets and weed seeds from animal consumption (Matthews 2005, Shillito et al
2011, Bogaard et al. 2013). Combined micromorphology and botanical data show that dung, wood
and reeds were mixed. Kabucku’s (2018) analysis of wood charcoal identifies features such as fungal
hyphae and collapsed vessels and boreholes, which suggest wood was collected as deadwood and/or
stored before being burned.
Large ash deposits in external areas shows that burning was also occurring outside the buildings.
Whilst this would also have generated large volumes of PM 2.5, exposure may not have been as intense
due to better circulation of air, though still contained within an area relatively enclosed in many cases,
and the settlement configuration and density also need to be considered. Microcharcoal is seen in
many deposits at Çatalhöyük (Shillito and Matthews 2013, Matthews 2016), and likely to indicate a
general background of particulate matter from frequent fuel burning at the site.
Whilst the wood charcoal data is available for the length of occupation, data on levels of dung use are
not as extensive. A systematic comparison of ash deposits relating to fuel use is needed to properly
assess whether the types of fuel and their location changed over time, but current data indicates that
dung was more likely to be used in outdoor fires (Portillo et al. 2020). It is noted that outdoor areas
are still at risk, and that exposure to air pollution often occurs in the environment surrounding a
building, not just indoors. In buildings where smoke is ventilated through chimneys, this often
impacts the ambient levels in the area surrounding the buildings (Smith and Pillarisetti 2017).
In our experiments, emissions continued to remain high up to 40 minutes after the fires has burnt out
afterwards. Test 3 indicates greater exposure directly in front of the oven, though overall similar
levels to the side of the opening, suggesting that the relative position of a person in relation to the fire
had only a minimal impact on exposure. The positioning of all the three monitors influenced the
variations observed in the results, with individuals who spent periods of time in closer proximity to
the fire were at greater risk, however the small size of the rooms meant that the area of close
proximity covered most of the living area, and although there was some variation between monitors,
levels were extremely high in all AQM positions.
The fires have been lit in the experimental buildings on numerous occasions, and each time it has
been noted how smoky the room gets, and it is usually impossible to stay in the room due to the high
levels of smoke. It could be that the inhabitants developed a tolerance to the high levels. Other
researchers have suggested that the indoor fires would not have had high levels of fuel being burnt in
them, and that only embers would have been transferred from open fires outside (Eddisford et al.
2009). However, this would not account for observations of smoke on the walls observed by
Matthews (2005) and others. Soot is a carbon residue that forms during incomplete combustion, and
deposits within minutes on walls close to fires. Research at Çatalhöyük has identified cycles of soot
layers in some buildings with seasonal exterior and interior variations in soot accumulations showing
evidence for seasonal oven use (Arkun 2003, Anderson et al. 2013, Matthews 2005, 2008, 2012,
2016).
These observations have also been made at other Neolithic settlements indicating this was likely
widespread (Matthews 2012, Matthews et al. 2014). It has been suggested people at Çatalhöyük
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replastered their walls every month or so, in order to stop the walls being covered in soot and smoke
build up from the hearth and oven in the house and to keep a clean appearance (Matthews 2008). The
build-up of soot on walls has been suggested as a reason for frequent refinishing of plaster walls and
has been observed at other archaeological sites, for example Smith (1952:19 in Meyers 2007)
describes a similar process in southwest houses and Slater (1999) describes replastering to cover soot
layers on kiva. The soot layers were concentrated in upper parts of the kiva due to the upward
movement of hot air and smoke.

4.4 Implications for respiratory health at Çatalhöyük
A recent report indicates that combustion of 2-3 kg of biofuels such as wood or peat produces
particulate matter equivalent to driving a modern diesel car for thousands of kilometres (Smith and
Quinn 2020). Another comparison is that 6g of PM2.5 are produced per hour when burning wood, the
equivalent to smoking 400 cigarettes. So it is almost certain that burning fuel indoors at Çatalhöyük
exposed inhabitants to unsafe levels of particulates. The observations in this experiment therefore
raise a number of interesting questions concerning fuel use in the Neolithic settlement, and the impact
this would have had on the health of the inhabitants.
Early studies of human skeletal material at Çatalhöyük identified black carbon residues on the interior
surface of ribs from three individuals, which was interpreted as evidence for anthracosis (Andrews et
al 2005, Birch 2005). Upon re-examination, however, it is debatable whether these black deposits
represent in vivo accumulation of soot within the lungs or are post-depositional in nature. In any case
the number of individuals affected by these residues is very low. Unequivocal skeletal evidence for
respiratory disease has not been reported, however there are some observations that could relate to
chronic lung disease.
Two studies by Larsen et al (2015, 2019) review the health of the population over its 1000+ year
occupation from an osteoarchaeological perspective. In the Early period (7100−6700 cal BCE), the
population was small and hypothesised to consist of only a few households, and grew to perhaps
3500-8000 individuals during the Middle period (6700−6500 cal BCE), the peak population size.
These estimations are based on the number and size of houses (Cessford 2005). In the Late period
(6500−5950 cal BCE) the population appears to have decreased; buildings were more dispersed and
there was more open space than in previous periods.
Osteoperiostitis is a generalised inflammatory response to infection and is present in the Çatalhöyük
assemblage, and largely associated with lower limbs (Larsen et al. 2019). There is a significant
change over time, with the population showing more osteoperiostitis in the Middle period, with a
rapid decline in the Late period (prevalence is 33 to 26 to 19% in the Early, Middle, and Late periods,
respectively (Larsen et al. 2019: 6). In terms of age-related patterning, a previous analysis revealed
that sub-adults show the highest levels in the Early period, a slight decline in the Middle period, and a
greater decline in the Late period (Larsen et al. 2015: 54). In the sub-adult category, neonates and
infants have a considerably higher prevalence of osteoperiostitis, which likely represents this age
group’s increased risk for infection as a result of their immature immune systems.
Both children and adults appear to have had adequate diets, with few signs of nutritional stress
(Larsen et al. 2015: 50). The population does show an elevated prevalence of dental caries, which is
linked to consumption of carbohydrates (Larsen et al. 2015: 58). Periostitic lesions are therefore
unlikely to relate to nutritional stress, given that all other indications suggest good availability of food.
Larsen and co-workers (2019) attribute periosteal reactions to increased population density, which is
believed to have promoted the transmission of pathogens and increased the likelihood of tissue
infection from cuts, Larsen et al. 2019 suggest the prevalence of subperiosteal lesions on tibial
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diaphyses in farmers compared to foragers globally is a result of localised bacterial infection. Perhaps
this is also linked to chronic smoke exposure.
One difficulty is that osteoperiostitis is non-specific so cannot be clearly linked to a specific infection
or disease, but given the indirect evidence from our experiments, an additional explanation for these
observations could be that the periosteal lesions are a result of chronic exposure to PM2.5. The
inhalation of PM2.5 is a hazard because the small particles can travel deep into the lungs where they
become embedded in the tissue and can even enter the blood stream, triggering an inflammatory
response outside the lungs. In modern studies, increased bone deposition on long bones has been
linked specifically to lung disease (West 2012).
Exposure to PM2.5 is also linked to increased susceptibility to infection, and it could be that these
factors are both linked to the bone lesions. Staphylococcus aureus for example, a commonly occurring
skin bacteria, is known to be altered by exposure to black carbon in smoke, and the particulates can
transfer the bacteria from the nasopharynx to the lungs (Hussey et al. 2017). As well as the direct
adverse effects of indoor air pollutants, exposure can also lead to a weakened immune system and
increased vulnerability to respiratory tract infection, and other indirect impacts such as low birth
weights (Kurmi et al. 2012). Although it is not possible with the current data to make a direct link
between the osteoarchaeological record and respiratory disease attributed to fuel burning, however our
experimental work strongly suggests this possibility, if we assume that people were spending time
indoors on a regular basis.
Larsen and co-workers (2015) also discuss osteoarthritis at Çatalhöyük, which has a prevalence of
27.3 % in young adults aged 20-29, increasing to 82% in older adults. Osteoarthritis is typically
attributed to manual stress, and there is a general reduction in prevalence over time, which is
interpreted as a decrease in workload (Larsen et al. 2015: 46). A subcategory of osteoarthritis called
hypertrophic osteoarthropathy is known to occur with periostitis of long bones (distal tibia, femur and
radius) and clubbing of fingers and toes (Vandemergel et al. 2004), though clubbing may not always
be present (Izumi et al 2010). 80-90% of hypertrophic osteoarthropathy cases are associated with lung
cancer and chronic pulmonary disease (West 2012), however none of the cases of osteoarthritis at
Çatalhöyük belong to this specific category of secondary osteoarthritis
Davies-Barrett et al. 2019 describe a method for describing periosteal growth on the ribs, which is
linked specifically to lung inflammation from respiratory disease. Reactive bone lesions on the
visceral surfaces of ribs are described rarely among the Neolithic Çatalhöyük skeletal assemblage,
although they have not been studied systematically. We suggest that this could be an area of future
enquiry.

5. Conclusions
All of the burning activities within the experimental Çatalhöyük house created unsafe levels of PM 2.5,
with the use of dung either by itself or mixed with wood, having around four times higher levels of
PM 2.5 than wood alone. Even though the pollution created by the wood was comparatively less than
that of the dung, the PM 2.5 pollution produced by both fuels overall exceeded the European standard
limits and the WHO limits of 25 µg m-3 and 20 µg m-3 respectively by many orders of magnitude. The
lack of openings or chimney meant little ventilation was present, leading to an accumulation of
particulates. This is almost certain to have had adverse effects if people were occupying the buildings
when the fires were burning.
PM in modern contexts leads to direct and indirect health impacts, and increases susceptibility to
other disease. If people were burning fuels regularly indoors in the Çatalhöyük buildings, they
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certainly would have been exposed to extremely high levels of unsafe PM 2.5, and extended exposure
would have had an impact on respiratory health. It may be expected that such an impact would be
detected in the human remains, however, clear osteological evidence is lacking. Whilst several nonspecific indicators are observed, some of which could potentially be linked to lung disease,
preservation issues and their non-specific origins make it difficult to be certain whether these bony
lesions are associated with pulmonary disorders or other types of disease. Long bone periostitis and
arthritis observed in the human remains have previously been attributed to general infection and
workload. We propose that these may also be linked to lung disease through chronic exposure to
exceptionally high levels of PM 2.5.
Understanding the exposure-response relationship (i.e. the relationship between differing levels of
exposure to air pollution and the actual incidence of disease) is difficult in modern contexts due to the
short term nature of most studies (Ezzati and Kammen 2002). Whilst the relationship between
biomass burning and increased indoor air pollution is well known, the mechanisms are poorly
understood. There have been limited studies on the impacts of exposure to sustained high levels of air
pollution on health and mortality (Huang et al 2018). A study over 7 years in China indicated that
duration effects increase the effect and are more accurate than measurements of pollution on isolated
days.
The extended chronology of the archaeological record has the potential to help understand the longterm (>lifetime) relationship between health and the built environment, and the potentials are just
beginning to be explored (Shillito et al. 2017). Collaborative research involving archaeology and
environmental engineering offers a new approach to studying such questions. Future research will
expand these experiments to investigate a wider range of scenarios.
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Table 3: Test 1 values recorded for 10 minutes. Tests 2-5 values calculated for time period of ** hours.
Test
AQM
Average
sd
max
min

Test 1
1
112
187
585
16

2
69
37
112
26

3
62
44
185
38

Test 2
1
13078
8006
19771
8

2
13447
8023
19914
22

3
60109
63352
150000
28

Test 3
1
10402
5965
18351
90

2
12527
6999
20000
90

3
12793
7943
25300
166

Test 4
1
13833
4442
19540
11

2
13827
3761
19070
45

3
45903
44887
149000
28

Test 5
1
5192
5007
19733
21

2
5764
5395
18115
34

3
7689
7938
36900
23
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